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Sports Premium spending 2018/2019 so far and expected impact:
Playground sports equipment (huff and puff sets): £500

£500 pounds has been spent to replenish our playground equipment. Sportleaders from Y5 will be trained by ‘Arena’ in the summer term to increase
meaningful activity/ies during lunch-time plays.
Impact: more children being active during lunch-time play – better physical
and mental health. Also leads to better behaviour and learning.
Sustainability: Most of the resources will endure the test of time but we will
have to monitor use and decide what needs replacing and how often.
New sports equipment and replenishing PE stock: £2000

New sports equipment has been purchased for the school and afterschool
clubs. This supports us providing quality PE lessons for our children.
Impact: better lessons which have richer content and structure. The lessons
will also give the children the opportunity to try out new sports.
Sustainability: Most of the resources will endure the test of time but we will
have to monitor use and decide what needs replacing and how often.

Mark Wickett Coaching: £1500 (2 terms 1 day a week)

Mark is a multi-skills sports coach. He has worked with our KS1 and
foundation children in developing good fundamental sports and exercise
skills. Working on improving children’s fundamentals is vital and has been
raised as an area for improvement by the new ‘Minsister for sport’:
“In her first major sport speech since taking on the role in November, Davies
will call for schools to ensure children are "physically literate".
Davies, 43, says children must be given "fundamental" skills needed in order
to build "a sporting habit for life".”
Mark will be working with us in the summer term to give the children the
opportunity to try new sports such as hockey and ‘ultimate-Frisbee’.
Impact: The children have improved and developed their fundamentals; they
have also improved their listening and discipline for sport in general. (Mr
Wickett has been very impressed by our school and children and has left 2
other local primary schools so that he can work with us more.)
Sustainability: Staff observe and support the lessons so that they are then
given indirect CPD. The skills that the children improve will enable them
for more success in a wider range of sports as the move through our school
and beyond.
Arena Membership: £3100 –
This package is a gold package and gives us access to the following:
•

•
•
•
•

4 x programme support days ie: Sugar Smart Leaders, TA Sugar
Smart training, Impact and Evidence day, Playground Leaders,
Imoves, Math/Literacy trail day, Sugar Smart 30:30 day, Sugar
Smart buddies, H&WB MOT, Alternative Sports Day (more
details on each day is attached)
1 x 12 or 2 x 6 week block of Sugar Smart, curriculum delivery
(including alternative sports) or Wild Tribe Delivery
2 x 2.5 hours CPD inset in school or one whole day
Gym SOW Photo Pack
Sugar Smart Blast DVD

•

•

Use of the Absolute Education Platform - this is an amazing
programme that tracks all your ASC, highlight which pupils are
highly active, non active, reports can be easily produce to show
SEN, PP pupils involvement, it even collates all your School
Games Mark data. If you would like a demo, let me know
This will include advice and guidance, Bikeability, partnership
updates, monthly challenges, County PE Conference and
Outdoor Learning Conference (discounted), sports ability
festival and access to CPD opportunities.

Impact: The children have been able to participate in competitions and
festivals over this academic year. Many new children have competed for the
school who have never taken part in interschool competitions before.
Sustainability: The sugar smart, playground leaders and 2 staff meetings will
be attended by staff. This will help towards CPD for the school and will
allow us to train future staff and children around these areas without the
need for further cost/training.

Swimming: £3000 (This may reduce depending on parental contributions):
It is of major importance that children have access to Swimming instruction
as part of primary PE and the sports premium is expected to cover or support
the cost of this.
This year children from Years 2, 4 and 6 are receiving instruction and this is
will continue to be our target group as it will start by giving (as a minimum)
water confidence, basic swimming ability and concluding with children who
can swim 25m with good technique. It will also bring the talent and more
natural swimmers a chance to develop their techniques and move towards
life-saving skills.
Impact: physical and mental health benefits
Sustainability: Without the sports funding it would be harder to maintain
this without increase parental contribution. It does have sustainability by
giving children a sport to continue doing beyond school, creates good links

with outside clubs and resources, and finally keeping children safer within
the local environment.

We also wish to develop a school mile track so that the children can have
access to a daily-mile. This project has been passed over to Paul Arnold to
lead as part of his Aspiring Head of School programme and the school is
directing him on this. There will be a cost implication for this project but
we are able to make is as big or small as needed thanks the help of Mr
Gilbert.

Total spend: £10,100
Total sports premium to be received: £17,000 to £18,000 (TBC as we awaited
budget confirmation from Bridge Schools)

